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In 1963 I was interviewed for my first
job at Michigan _State University by Wilbur
Broo_koveri the chairman of what was to be
my department. Brookover had this_mad_
idea that there was something aoout school
climate and school self-concept that was
an import ant determinant of what made
school a good place; Of course all of us
thought -that that_was all nonsense; it was
how carefully and how behaviorally your
objectives were defined that made_the_
difference; But the madness of the six-
ties passed and Brookover's wisdom was
later recognized.

What I'd like to do today is to provide
some perspective on the discussion of
effective schools; The perspective will
require talking a bit about the past be-
cause one of the questions we might raise
is,"What_were we all doing before we were
talking about effective schools?" Wasn't

anybodY concerned with school improvement,
and if so; what were they doing? What was
guiding our efforts before we had the
research data we now have?

The text of this report is part of a
presentation made at a conference for
California educators, "Making Our Schools
More Effective." The proceedings of this
conference are available on request from
Far West Laboratory.

I find that my doctoral students tend
to be incredibly ahistorical. For them
it's an embarrassment to cite a reference
that's more than four years old, and _I
practically have to bludgeon them into
taking a course in the history of educa-
tion. So I hope you'll bear with me if I
begin with some discussion of past
attempts to improve schooling. It may put
some perspective on what we're doing now
and since there's a cyclical quality to
educational trends, it may also give us
some idea of what the future may bring.

Early Images of Effective Schooling

Let me go back to the beginning of this
century. On what grounds did people talk
about what a good education was, what a
good teacher was, what a good school was
in 1900 or 1905? They had all kinds of
very precise discussions about who were
better or poorer teachers, which were
better or poorer schools. But by today's
standards these discussions were very
unscientific. They didn't have test
scores to use at the time. All they had
were values. All they had were philoso-
phies of education. All they had were
commitments and ideologies and well
debated_ views of the good life and what
knowledge was most worth. They had a lot
that we in our slavish acceptance of
"scientific criteria of outcomes" may have
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lost as part of the price of our progress;
And one of the messages I'll try to leave
you with is that we need not forego -the
progress we've_made through the applica-
tions of social science, but perhaps if we
return to some concern for those values
and perspectives we'll be further ahead;

Let me tell you what I mean. The most
important influence on the thinking about
teaching that occurred in those days was
the work of John Dewey. I_sometimes get
very depressed about John_Dewey. Like
another great thinker of his age; Sigmund
Freud; he is far more often quoted than
read these days. It is possible for some-

one to get a Ph;D; in education without
ever having read a page_of Dewey. But

there was a Dewey, and_he,did have_quite
an impact. The impact he had was in com-
municating to several generations of
educators an image of the good classroom
and the good school; The image was based
on hit concept of a_good society, a demo-
cratic society in which people made deci-
sions about their respective well-being
through deliberation; through discussion;
through the exercise of reason and

knowledge.

And if this was the way a good society
looked; then it ought to be mirrored at
every level of society--so that a govern-
ment should work that way, a school should
work that way, and a_classroom should work
that way._ That was his_fiTst_point. His

second point was that if children were_to
grow up to be adults who had to take their

place in that kind of society they had to
have practice; Teachers need practice;
we call it practice teaching; Physicians

need practice; we call it rotating_ intern-
ships and residencies. Airline pilots

need practice; they use simulators before
they go out into the real thing. Children

need practice; and the practice environ-
ment for riti_zenry is called a classrooM

according to_Dewey. And if you knew what
a good society looked like, you could go
into a classroom and ask, "Is this the
kind of place that's giving kids that
opportunity?"

But Dewey was a very complicated man.
He didn't stop there. He also had an idea
that knowledge was something that people
invented. They produced it; they did it

actively._ It was called experimenting;
devising instruments to make the world
reveal secrets it wasn't going to reveal

by itself; It meant asking and inquirin
You didn't learn about the world from
sitting back until it told -you something
when it felt like it. Given thisideaci
knowledge; someone could go_into a class7_
room and watch the way knowledge was dealt

with in that classroom; and he could say;
"Yes, that is an approximation of the way
in which knowledge is created and trans-
mitted," or "No, that is not;"

What I'm coming to here is the notion
that there were images of good education,
of good teaching and good learning; of
good school_ settings; and they were not

naive or ideological. Jhey_came from a
very careful and thoughtful appraisal.
And it wasn't only Dewey; there -were many
others as well who spoke not only of what
it meant to gain knowledge and competence
so that you could be a productive member
of a democratic society but also of how to
apply -those principles to the study of
schools;

Ralph Tyler and his group at Ohio State
and then later at the University of
Chicago completed_the_most remarkable and
extensive study of schools ever done7-the
Eight Year Study. It was a remarkable
study of progressive schools and their
consequences. The study was based on a
normative concept of good schooling;
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this publication do not necessarily reflect
the views or policies of the Department_of _
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imply endorsement by the U.S. Government.
Material in this bulletin may be reprinted
without prior permission but credit would
be appreciated; Discrimination is prohibited.



Let me now distinguish between a norma-
tive view of a good school and what _I'll
call an empirical_ view. An empirical view
defines a good school by its outcomes--a
change in test scores; or employment rate,
decreases in delinquency rates, improved
attendance rates or some combination of
these; You define what a good school is

on_the basis of measures -of these empiri-
cally derived outcomes. A pormati_ve_view
of a good school_is the_view_that I've
been describing in the last few minutes.
This view is based on an analysis of what
you believe is of greatest value and is
determined by the comparison between those
standards and what you observed.

Let me give you a specific example of
this_normative approach. We're -used to

looking at effective teaching studies by
asking the question "Which of these
approaches obtains the highest gains -in
reading performance?" But a very influen-
tial study was done a few years ago by
Dolores Durkin at the University of
Illinois Center for the Study of Reading.
She went to a number of classrooms and
asked a somewhat different question:
"Can I find any instances in which reading
comprehension is taught; and if so under
what conditions?" She didn't go out
looking for outcomes; she had a normative
model, a model of what reading comprehen-
sive instruction looked like. She distin-
guished between having the child read
silently and fill out a work sheet and
giving the child some instruction about
how to comprehend, followed by strategies
for making sense out of reading passages.
She wasn't asking, "How do_students do_on
test scores?"; she was saying; "Can I find
examples of that kind of instruction, and
if so under what conditions?" That's an
example of an effectiveness study that
uses a normative criterion. And as some
of you may know, her results were very
distressing._ She found almost no
instances of instruction in reading
comprehension. When she asked teachers if
they taught comprehension; the answer was
always yes. But when she asked how; it
was almost always, "they read_and then I
give them comprehension exercises to
out and I mark them and I give them back."
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During the late fifties and early
sixties, the kind of research that was
done on effectiveness in_general was
normative. In these studies the outcomes
were based on democratic values; not
empirical indicators of achievement. And

it is out of this atmosphere that what we
now identify as the effective schools
movement -then developed, It_was_ a very
important movement- -and it still ts. The

late sixties was the era_ of the Coleman
Report--when we were told that schools
didn't make much of a difference; that
there are other more powerful influences
in the society. At the same time this was
the era of the student uprisings, the 1968
Democratic Convention and Kent_ State.
People began to get very skittish about
the absence of discipline; the absence of
direction; the absence of control in our
schools.

And somehow out of this matrix
developed a very fascinating body_of
research. It's the research which to this
day has continued as the _mainstream of_
effective teaching and effective schools
research. It is an empirical stream that
says we can identify the patterns of
teaching in classrooms and -the forms_of
organization and management in schools
that predictably result in increased per-
formance on achievement tests_for young
people. Schools do make a difference;
and; in fact; the way they make a differ-
ence is by foregoing a lot of this Deweyan
nonsense and putting the control back in
the_hands of the teachers. _An extra=

ordinarily well-crafted tradition_cf_
research on direct instruction and time-
on-task changed the rules by saying the
normative view is inadequate. We can't

simply go in and apply thesegeneral_
images of the good school. We've got to
anchor these judgments in something we can
depend on, and let's try achievement test
scores. At the same time, researchers
acknowledged that test scores don't
measure everything that's worthwhile about
a school. They are an indicator of an
important but narrow range of what schools
are about. They have continually warned
us not to confuse effectiveness as
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measured by that standard with effective-
ness in general._ Don't confuse the score
for everything else ttie school is respon-
sible for accomplishing;

Three Nightmares about Education

About a year ago I_ was asked to _comment

on an emerging conflict between policy=

makers who wanted to fulfill their obliga-
tions_to improvethe quality of schooling
for all children by writing regulations
that would ensure all kids an equaloppor-
tunity and the teaching_profeSsion_that
said; "We know what were doing, Don't
try to mandate everything we do." Let me
share_with you the observations I made at
that time._ By the way; they appear in a

bdOk that GarySykes and I nave edited

called The Handbook of Teaching and
Policy.

I began by saying that what unfortu-
nately_notivates people to choose courses
Of action is rarely the ideals they
pursue; more often it's the nightmares
they're trying to avoid. We often choose
whatwe want to do to avoid what frightens
us rather than out of the motivation to _

accomplish what we value most. The parti7

cipants in the struggles over teachinl and
public _policy all have their nightmares;
Many of the policymakers have a vision of

teachers who do not teach--or teach only
what they please to those who please them,
who prefer a transient fad to the tougher
less rewarding regimen of achieving
tangible results in the basic skills; who
cloSe their SthOolhouse doors and hide

their incompetence behind uhion=sheltered
resistance to accountability and_merit
pay, whose low expectations of the intel-

lectual prowess of poor children lead them
to neglect their pedagogical duties toward
the very groups who need instruction most
desperately; or WhOte liMited_knowledge of
thesciences; mathematitS; and_lang_uage
arts results in their misteaching the-Most

able. Many policymakers see an unwilling

or inept teacher resisting the imple-
mentation Of_pOlicies_ based_ on research

that are designed to help thildren_andto
benefit the greater SO-defy. That's the

policymaker's nightmare.
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_ Teachers have their own nightmare; that

of a besieged -and beleagured group_of
dedicated professionals; inadequately
appreciated or compensated; attempting to
instruct reasonably and fleXibly under
impossible conditions; They_are subject

to countless mandates and directives
emanating from faceless_bureaucrats_pur-
SUing patently political agendas; Not_

only dO thete policies frequently dictate
absurd practices; but they also typically
conflict with the policies transmitted
from other agencies; from the courts; or
from other levels of government; Each new

policy further erodes the teacher's_con-
trol over -the classroom for which he is

responsible; Pupils are yanked willy=
nilly out of the room for special_instruc-
tion, disrupting the continuity of their
classroom experience and upsetting the
normal flow of classroom_lifefor_everyone
elSe; A larger number of children=bussed
children and handiCapped dhildren--and
inexperienced AidetbUSt be accommodated
in the classroom while at the same time
the teacher must take on an extra hOur a
day of reading, a new writing initiative,
more rigorous mathematics and scienceisex

iedutatibn; bi=cultural education, and in
her spare time, carefully naintain the
detailed individual records_ needed__
create the bureaucrat's audit trail.
That's the teacher's nightmare;

So_that teachers andbureaucrats
Weren't the only ones who were losing
sleep at night; I thOught it was important

to add to those two nightmares a_third
nightmare- -the retearther'S nightmare.__
Researchers have their own version -of the
nightmare; In it they see both Polity-
makers and practitioners_pursuing their
respective chores mindlessly without
benefit of the carefully collected;
siftedi_an6lyzed; and interpreted bodies_
of knowledge that tonstitUte_the stuff of
educational scholarship; ThiS bOdy of
work includes both the most esoteric
products of basic social science_ research
and the concrete results of large scale
surveys and eXperiments_as well_as the
rich descriptive_portraits of educational
ethnographers; The scholar's nightmare is
of an educational system at all leVelt
uninformed by the wisdom of research;
unguided by the lessons of scholarship.
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I would add one additional nightmare;
one that I think we see all too often.
That's the nightmare that my teacher Joe
Schwab referred to thirty years_ago_in an
article he_dubbed "On the Corruption of
Education by Psychology." It is the_

nightmare that occurs when a researcher;
who can only do research by limiting a
problem; by controlling variables; by
focusing in on a_rather limited set -of
events_so that they can_be seen clearly
and underStOtid; finds those_results_
applied broadly and generalized well
beyond the confines of the circumstances
in which they were originally investi-
gated. So on the one hand; educational
researchers say please don't over -
generalize OUP work, but on the_other
hand, _please don't ignore us. _We've had a

lot of experience being ignored; and we
aren't saying to stop applying our work.
What we really mean is look at it care-
fully, understand it in its owntermsi
recognize its implications and its limi-
tations; and apply it judiciously.

Making Your School Mor'' Effective

WhAt_I'd like to do in thelast part of
this talk is not to ask you to stop paying
attention to the researchoneffective
teaching and effective schools. NO; V
want you to pay more attention to it than
you may have before; I want you to take
it seriously and the way to -take it
seriously is to_understand it -for what it

can and cannot dO withrespect to the
guidance of educational policy -and
practice. Pay heed to people like Good
and Brophy when they say don't confuse
effective schools with good_schools-7if by
effective you mean schools in_whichtest__
scores have gone up. Your job is not over
when the test- scores have gone_ upi_it has

just begun. Itmay very well be that
since almost all the effective schools
research has been done in schools where
Lest scores were veryi_very low to begin
with and the_job was_to_get them up to_the
national median, that the conditions for
making average schools excellent_may be
totally different from the conditions for
Raking poor schools minimally effective;
That's one of those limitations that's

built into research. If you were doing
medical research; you would not generalize
from what's good for a common cold to
what's good for cancer; You'd know that

solutions are situation-specific; Well,

that's _true in the social sciences and

education as_well. So one of_the_
important points_I want to make is_take
the work seriously. LOOk at it with the
kind of critical eye that the SthOlars who
conduct the research use to look at each
other's work and which real respect for
that work would entail;

Second; don't abdicate your obligations
as educators to apply normative ptih=
ciples; The existence of standardized
achievement test scores does not relieve
us of the obligation to have a normative
image of what a good_ classroom, good
teacher; and good school ought_to look_
like--an image that goes Well beyOnd_What
any test can measure. We know what lousy
curriculum is like. We know what it's
like when kids are sitting and not using
their heads at all in classrooms; And if

the tests aren't_picking up those_differ=
ences; so much the worse for the tests.
We've got to use- our collective; practi=
cal; professional wisdom even more now
than ever before; Education is one of
those ftelds_where very_often the practice
is ahead of the research. Right here in
the city of San Francisco there -are-
teachers who are teaching at a leVel of
excellence that exceeds what any of our
research models can explain. The latt
thing in the world I want them to do is
stop what _they're doing so that they can

abide -by the- principles of effective

schooling. Now some of their work might
get even better if they thOught abdUt
these principles; but not if someone
simply slaps a mandate on them;

There's a new book called The Good High.
School by Sara Lawrence Lightfoot,- a good
source of data on OffettiVe SthOOlS._ It's

an in-depth look at six American high
schools: two of them are private elite
schools in the Easti two are suburban high
schools_; and two are inner=city schools.
The author spent_a good deal of time in
each of those schools; and the has- written
a portrait of each. One of the things
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that just springs out at you is how dif-
ferently effeCtiVenetS is defined at the
different schools because they're starting
indifferent places and dealing with
different problems; What is appropriate_
at one isn't appropriate at another. And

they aren't just social ClasS differences;
they are differences in what is problema-
tic about teaching and schooling in these

different settings. But there's another

point that Sara Lightfoot_makes; She

writes abdUt six utterly different insti-
tutions and she asks- herself, "Is there
anything I can find in common about these
institutions?" At the end of the book
Sara has what she calls her group portrait
Where she_asks what do these places have
in_COMMon? One of her observations is

thit:

"Just as the principals in these
portraits are seen as more complex and
less dominant than their caricatures so
too are teachers recognized as bolder and

more forceful- than their stereotypes would

imply. schools I was struck by

the centrality and dominance of teachers
and by the careful attention given_to
their needs. To varying degrees the_
teachers in these schools are recognized

as critical educational authorities--the
ones Whd_will guide the learning; growth
and development Of_students most closely.
Their intimacy with students and the
immediacy of their involVeMent with the
substance _of schooling puts them in a

privileged and special position; In

additioni school leaders who are more
distant from the daily interactions must
depend upon teachers as major interpreters
of student behavior and values. They are

pOsitioned.at the core of education."

A Radical Criterion for Effective Schools

That leads to my last point; I would
_ _

like to suggest another image for_you to
carry around in-your heads of what an
effectiVe school is like==an image that
goes beyond the empirical view of a stheol
that produces gains in test scores and
goes beyond the Deweyan view of schools as
places where children can learn to inquire
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actively; create knowledge; and partiti=
pate in a democratic society. I'd like to

suggest a view of an effective school that
you will treat as outrageous; I think we
ought to define_ effective schools as those
that are_ educative settings for teachers;
To put it another way, I will define as
ineffective any school that is so
organized that the teachers on that
faculty -cannot be active learners with as
much serious support for that role as the
students get; Now I know that's out-
rageous; I know its irresponsible. I

know that school is a place for kids to
learn in, not for teachers to learn in.
But I want you to suspend your_good
judgment for a iiniiieht and think about it.
We know you can't be smart about every-
thing you need to be smart about the day
you enter the classroom for the first
Om. We also know that_therearen't a
lot of opportunities to get smarter the
way our careers_are currently organized.
SO my question If_ the quality of

education for kids dltiMately depends on
how smart teachers are about their
teaching and about their subjects; what
better place for them to learn new things
than in the school itself?

I ask you to think about two kinds of
institutions. First; think for a moment
about hospitals; especially our very bett
hospitals; our teaching hospitals. If

you've ever been a patient in a teaching
hospital; you have seen doctors come by on
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rounds; The professor; residents_,

interns, and medical students gather
around the patient's bed, treating the
patient as teaching material._ This is not
always a pleasant experience for the
patient, but that is a topic for another

day. They're doing this because they view
one of the major functions of that

hospital is -to serve an educative purpose
for its staff. The patient is an opportu-
nity for instruction. They have a weekly
clinical pathological conference in which
a different case is presented for the

entire staff of the hospital. During this

time the staff isn't taking care of
patients; they're meetirg together on the
job because they have an obligation as an
institution to continue the professional
development of the members of the

institution;

You can justify creating institutions
that have as a major purpose the
continuing educative value they have for
their staff. For example, in the city of
Pittsburgh the school board is- allocating
about a million and a half dollars a year
fur an institution called the Schenley
High School Teacher Center; It is a

public high school that was scheduled to

be closed. But they decided to keep it
open, and they staffed it with fifty

teachers drawn from the other eight high
schools in the cityteachers who were
viewed as_very competent by their peers
and were interested in being models for

other teachers. There are twelve hundred
students at the school, and the regular
teaching load is three or four classes_a

day; Over a four year period, every high
school teacher in Pittsburgh will rotate
through the Schenley School for a period
of eight weeks to watch other teachers; to
have seminars, to study, to learn, to
discuss; to think, to reflect, and then to

go back to their home school and apply

what they have learned. As each_cadre_of
50 teachers moves into Schenley from all
over the city they are in turn replaced by

a group called -the replacement teachers,

which is the first cadre to have gone

through Schenley.
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Now_the Schenley experiment could
possibly fall short because they're
pioneering_at so many things at once. But

it's exciting. It's something that we've
got to watch because here is a school
system that says we take responsibility
for making our school district an educa-
tive setting for teachers; My dream is
that after four or five or six years
Schenley High School will no longer be the
one school in the district where you can
go and be educated. But as more and more
teachers filter_through_and go back, they
will slowly begin to bring more and more
of Schenley back to the remaining
Pittsburgh high schools;

It won't happen overnight. Changing
the conditions of teaching is_a little bit
like trying to change the quality of a
large lake; It took many years to get it
polluted and you're not going to be able
to drop a tablet into it and change it
overnight - -which is why our policy makers,

our union leaders, our school adminis-
trators have got to have vision. They
can't be expecting that quick payoff and
the change in test scores tomorrow.
Schenley represents what I mean when I say
schools and school districts to be called
effective must, in addition to what they
can do for students, demonstrate that they
are educative settings for teachers; I've

suggested to some policymakers in
Sacramento that whenever anybody passes
new legislation about schools, they should
attach what I calla Pedogogical Impact
Statement. It's like an environments
impact statement except it asks the
question what impact is this going to have
on the work of the teacher in the class-
room: how much more paper work, how many
more students of which kinds with what
sorts oftrade offs? A_Pedogogical Impact
Statement will ensure that as you imp e-
ment innovations, you do them in a way_
that makes schools educative settings for
teachers; And once they are; I will

guarantee that_they will have become
educative for the pupils and communities
they serve as well.
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